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 22 Immediately Jesus made the disciples get into the boat and go on ahead of  him to the other side, while he 
dismissed the crowd. 23 After he had dismissed them, he went up on a mountainside by himself  to 
pray. Later that night, he was there alone, 24 and the boat was already a considerable distance from land, 
buffeted by the waves because the wind was against it. 
25 Shortly before dawn Jesus went out to them, walking on the lake. 26 When the disciples saw him walking 
on the lake, they were terrified. “It’s a ghost,” they said, and cried out in fear. 
27 But Jesus immediately said to them: “Take courage! It is I. Don’t be afraid.” 
28 “Lord, if  it’s you,” Peter replied, “tell me to come to you on the water.” 
29 “Come,” he said. 
Then Peter got down out of  the boat, walked on the water and came toward Jesus. 30 But when he saw the 
wind, he was afraid and, beginning to sink, cried out, “Lord, save me!” 
31 Immediately Jesus reached out his hand and caught him. “You of  little faith,” he said, “why did you 
doubt?” 
32 And when they climbed into the boat, the wind died down. 33 Then those who were in the boat worshiped 
him, saying, “Truly you are the Son of  God.” 
34 When they had crossed over, they landed at Gennesaret. 35 And when the men of  that place recognized 
Jesus, they sent word to all the surrounding country. People brought all their sick to him 36 and begged him to 
let the sick just touch the edge of  his cloak, and all who touched it were healed. 

This sermon series is called “Coming to Jesus,” and from last Sunday until Labor Day, we are 
exploring the question, “How do people come to Jesus?” 

Nowadays, we refer to a “come to Jesus” moment as a moment of  realization or truth.  If  
there was one disciple who is known for having “come to Jesus” moments, it would be Peter.  
There were times that Peter blurted things out, times that Jesus rebuked Peter, or he pointed 
out his weaknesses, and there were also times that Peter ran to Jesus and took a stand for 
Jesus.  Peter’s “come to Jesus” moments were like ours…except they were actually with Jesus 
(and one time with Paul in Galatians 2).   

So this is just one of  Peter’s “come to Jesus” moments, but it might be his most famous 
because he walked on water.  From Peter’s experience here, we can learn a lot about how we 
come to Jesus…and about how others might come to Jesus, as well.   

Besides coming to Jesus, there’s actually another phrase— really a cliche— that springs from 
today’s passage and can help us out this morning, and that is the phrase, “stepping out in 
faith.”  As Joyce just read for us, Peter literally stepped out in faith— out of  the boat and 
onto the water to walk with Jesus.   

“Stepping out in faith” implies that when we take a step to trust God, then there is some risk 
involved.  The risk is not necessarily that we are trusting God, but that it might mean leaving 
behind something that keeps us secure in the life we currently have.   

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+14%3A22-36&version=NIV


But really, any time we talk about faith, we are talking about something that carries a little bit 
of  risk.  Faith means trusting and believing in someone or something else— putting 
circumstances and responsibilities in someone else’s hands.  Of  course, it might actually be 
riskier when we try to do things ourselves in life, but we usually feel that risk a lot more when 
we are not in control.   

The story of  Jesus walking on water actually begins on dry land, where Jesus had just fed 
5,000 people.  As supper was wrapping up, Jesus sent the disciples on out into the boat and 
told them to head across the lake without him.  Afterward, Jesus dismissed the crowds back 
to their towns and homes, and he took some time on his own to pray. 

We don’t know what the disciples were thinking, but it had to have been strange to hear 
Jesus’s instructions to go on to the other side of  the lake without him.  He had sent them on 
their own before, back in chapter 10, but back then he had sent them with some very 
specific instructions.  Now, Jesus was sending them across the lake without a lot of  
direction…right after performing a huge miracle, as well.     

Instead of  keeping them close for a debriefing, Jesus sent his closest followers away while he 
spent time with others and took time by himself  to pray.  Even though the big test of  faith, 
walking on water, was going to come later in the story, this was a test of  faith, too.  Jesus 
sent them on a mission, unclear of  what they were doing, while he took time to do other 
things.  So that’s one risk of  faith: following Jesus when we aren’t sure what he’s up to, and 
when he’s not clearly right there with us. 

So the first step of  faith in this passage is the disciples getting into the boat in the first place, 
without Jesus, to go to the other side of  the sea.  Forget stepping out of  the boat and into the 
water…sometimes it can be hard enough to step off  of  land and out onto the boat, right 
(especially after filling up on loaves and fishes)? 

Even if  the boat is big and we know the people on it, when we step onto a boat, things get a 
little less stable, we have a little less control, and there are all kinds of  things that can change 
our course, like waves and storms.  When we first start to have faith, we realize how little we 
are in control and how much we have to rely on God…and we aren’t always sure what He’s 
up to.  

Sometimes that can be exhilarating because we realize how much God loves us and we have 
this amazing trust…but it can get scary in a hurry when we realize that we aren’t always 
going to know what God’s purpose is in our lives…and when we see a storm coming.   

Jesus sent the disciples out on the boat after an exhilarating miracle, and then he went to 
hang out with some other folks and pray on his own for a while.  How often do we get 
excited and feel like God has set us off  in a certain direction, but we aren’t sure when He’s 
going to show up again and make things clear?  Sometimes we have to get in the boat on our 
own without knowing how Jesus is going to make his way back into the picture. 

That can be difficult to accept, particularly nowadays when we are able to find answers so 
easily for seemingly any other question we might have.  We have become impatient people 
who always want to know what’s going on, but faith requires the willingness to not know.  
All too often, this lack of  knowing can lead others into skepticism. 



In a world where we are accustomed to answers and certainty, it takes faith to know that 
even though we don’t know our course, Jesus does.  It takes faith to get into the boat in the 
first place…but when we do, we cannot forget that Jesus is still in charge.  He might seem 
distant for a time, but he’s not going to be distant for long.   

So that’s one of  the risks of  faith, stepping out when we don’t know God’s purpose.  The 
next risk of  faith is handling the storm.   

Jesus went on top of  a mountain, and for those who were listening to this passage for the 
first time, this would have reminded them of  Moses going on top of  the mountain to talk to 
God, way back in the book of  Exodus, in the early stories of  the Israelite people.  

Early religions in that area thought that the gods hung out on top of  mountains, and when 
clouds gathered and storms came, it meant that the gods were at work, either arguing with 
one another or expressing their opinions about the people.  Now for the most part, people 
thought that the thick clouds and high winds and thunder and lightning were signs of  the 
gods’ wrath and intimidation… 

…but back in those early stories of  Israel, God was teaching the people something a little 
different.  God called Moses up to a mountain in order to reveal His purposes, and God 
surrounded the Israelites in clouds in order to assure them of  His presence and protect them 
from the deadly heat of  the desert…perhaps even to protect them from being seen by 
enemies, as well.  Storms were still powerful and frightening, but when you know of  God’s 
love and purpose, clouds and winds in life can take on new meaning (God’s presence and 
protection). 

But it can be easy to forget that.  The disciples were out on their boat, where Jesus had told 
them to be, but a dangerous wind storm came upon them anyway.  Just because they were 
doing what Jesus had told them to do did not mean that they were going to be free from 
difficulty.  Storms in life are going to happen, even if  we are following Jesus.   

And the disciples didn’t really have a lot of  choice in this storm.  If  there had been a disciple 
named Michael, then they could have just rowed the boat ashore, but Matthew points out 
that the wind and waves were actually pushing against the boat and holding them out there 
in the middle of  the sea.   

That’s when Jesus came walking toward them, amidst the wind and the waves, and the clouds 
and the mist blowing by with them.  Now, we’ve looked at how Jesus can have a purpose for 
us even if  we don’t feel like he’s near.  So what happens when we are in a storm or a fog in 
life?  How do we recognize Jesus in those times? 

Well, if  we are like the disciples, then we might not recognize him at all.  In fact, in a storm 
or a fog, we might even be afraid of  him.  This is why we find God saying, “fear not” so 
often in the Bible, and why Jesus tells the disciples to have courage here.   

When we’ve got storms going on in our lives, we can cling to the boat instead of  clinging to 
Jesus…and if  we are doing that, then of  course we are going to get spooked by Jesus, 



because going to him means loosening our grip on the boat…loosening our grip on a 
lifestyle, on our ambitions, maybe on a relationship or a practice. 

If  following Jesus just meant leaving behind the things we don’t like, or the things that make 
us uncomfortable, then everybody would be following Jesus.  We’d all be jumping out of  the 
boat and walking on water, no questions asked.  But Jesus asks us— commands us, really— 
to step away from the things that keep us comfortable— maybe even the things that we let 
define us— and have the faith to follow him and grow in ways that transform us. 

Jesus often comes to us in times when we might be at risk of  fearing and rejecting him, but 
when we should actually realize his presence and love.  So this is a big risk of  faith: the risk 
that we might have to recognize Jesus and the difference he calls us to make in our lives.  
Even if  we have the faith to get into the boat, we might struggle with the faith to recognize 
Jesus through the storms.  We might find ourselves afraid of  the very one who can most 
help us! 

And a third risk is that we might start getting so attached to the boat that we don’t want to 
get out of  it when Jesus does show up.  It’s the risk that we might not go as far as God wants 
us to…that we don’t follow as much as we should…that we end up being afraid of  Jesus 
when he really does make himself  clear.  

Most Christians are ok with getting into the boat, acknowledging that Jesus has a plan.  Most 
of  us also understand that God is at work even when things are turbulent.  But I think far 
fewer of  us are willing to get out of  the boat and walk on water…even if  Jesus is there! 

Even when Jesus identified himself  and told them to take courage, Peter still had to check to 
be sure.  He said, “Lord if  it is you…”  Then, he had to make extra sure by asking Jesus to 
command him to walk on the water.  Jesus said, “come.” 

Even when we think we might see God at work in something, sometimes we still need to ask 
and be sure.  When we are stepping out in faith, we should be in as much communication 
with God as possible.   
 
So Peter stepped out of  the boat, focused on Jesus, and he walked on water.  Then Peter 
realized what he was doing, and almost immediately he went plop!  Over the last few days in 
our house, Islay has started standing for extended periods of  time, and when she does it, she 
usually starts out focused on an object in her hand.  Then after a few seconds, she realizes 
that she’s standing on her own, and she gets excited and immediately falls down.   

It’s amazing how much we can do when we are not simply focused on ourselves.  That’s 
tough to do when we have faith and when we take risks.  If  we are constantly questioning 
our faith, then we aren’t going to get very far, and if  we are always dwelling on risk, then we 
aren’t going to accomplish a lot, but if  we stay focused on Jesus, then we can get to where 
he’s calling us.   

Peter started walking on water, and then he “saw the wind.”  It’s funny the way Matthew 
phrases this, but on water, you really can see the wind.  The ripples and waves go by, the fog 
moves around us.  Once Peter started paying attention to that, he got scared and started to 
sink.  The wind had been there when he stepped off  the boat, but at that point he was 



focused on Jesus.  Somewhere along the way, though, he switched and got too concerned 
with the water beneath him, and his faith got shaken.   

None of  the circumstances changed, but Peter’s focus changed.  His faith got shaken.  Well, 
he switched his focus from Jesus to where he was putting his feet.  He switched his faith 
from the Lord who was calling him to the surface that was under him.  He switched his faith 
from someone unshakeable to something easily shaken… 

…and that might be the biggest risk of  all here.  How often is our faith shaken?  Is it shaken 
by bad news, bad circumstances, bad diagnoses, things going on around us…even 
underneath us, at the foundations of  our lives?  If  we attach our faith to something that is 
going to be shaken, then our faith will be shaken.   

But if  we anchor our faith in Jesus, then our faith can stay strong even when the whole 
world is rippling underneath us.   

If  our faith gets shaken as soon as we get on the boat and start to follow Jesus…then maybe 
we have too much faith in the land, in certainty, in the ground underneath us always being 
the same. 

If  our faith gets shaken when we are on the boat, in the storm of  life…then maybe we 
forget that Jesus has set us out for a purpose, not simply to be in the boat in the storm.  
Maybe our faith is in the things that we surround ourselves with, or the behaviors that we 
have, that make the storms in life a little easier to bear. 

If  our faith gets shaken when we get off  the boat…then maybe our faith isn’t rightly 
focused in the first place.  It’s not completely in Jesus. 

But here’s the thing: if  our faith gets shaky, what should we do?  This is where I think we 
should give Peter a little more credit…even though Jesus says, “Oh you of  little faith…” 

When Peter started to sink, which way did he reach?  Did he reach back and scramble for the 
boat, or did he reach out to Jesus?  Even when we start to sink, we should reach out to Jesus.  
Especially when we start to sink, we should reach out to Jesus.   

Maybe that sounds obvious, but how often in life do we scramble back to what is safe, or 
what is familiar, or to the people who were skeptical of  our faith in the first place, when we 
know God may be calling us to step out in faith, to focus on Him? 

As most of  you know, we had a longtime congregation member, Clarence Edmonds, pass 
away recently.  You might not know that Clarence was one of  the first to break the sound 
barrier.  He was in a group of  test pilots who were trying to do it, and one time when I 
asked him about it, he told me why Chuck Yeager, and not one of  the other guys, was able to 
break it.  Clarence said that once they got close to the sound barrier, the plane would start to 
shake and their instruments would get a little crazy.  When that happened, most of  the guys 
would let up, but not Chuck Yeager.  When things started getting shaky, one day he decided 
to just push harder, and sure enough, the plane handled it and he broke the sound barrier. 
When his plane started to shake, he just pushed harder to the goal. 



When our faith gets shaken, that’s when we reach out to Jesus more.  We should give God 
the opportunity to show Himself, rather than just sitting back in the boat.  The risks of  faith 
are there so that we can learn to trust God more and more…and so that we can learn to 
grow closer and closer to Him.   

So at the end of  this passage, we have the disciples saying, “truly you are the Son of  God.”  
The disciples had seen Jesus do a lot of  things, but this was the first time that the disciples 
actually said this out loud: “truly you are the Son of  God.” Then they went ashore and 
people recognized Jesus and came to him in order to get healed.   

Now we might look at this and say, “wow, the disciples were scared and doubting, but look at 
all the faith these people had.” Well, maybe…but why were they coming to Jesus?  To get 
healed.  What were they risking?  Nothing, really.  If  Jesus doesn’t heal them, they’re no 
worse off  than they were before.  These people might have seemed to have faith, but their 
faith was all reward and no risk.  

A world that is obsessed with certainty and safety is not one that is makes it easy to face the 
kinds of  risks that God desires for us to take in our lives, for His sake, and for the sake of  
our faith.   

That’s why so many people nowadays try to mix and match their spiritual beliefs, and base 
their faith on what they get out of  it.  It’s why people only look for things that affirm, and 
not things that transform.   

You never hear a yoga instructor say, “Come on, Peter!  Why can’t you keep your arms 
straight, oh you of  little chi.” 

As Christians, we can make the mistake of  communicating that our faith is about comfort 
and certainty, and acting like we’re content to be on the land or on the boat, but I bet if  we 
had more people risking their faith and getting out of  the boat, we would have a lot more 
getting into it in the first place. 

It is when people see the comfort and complacency of  boat Christians that they think faith 
isn’t worth the risk.  Why get on a boat to be comfortable when you can be even more 
comfortable on land? 

But if  we are people who know that God calls us to be risky in our faith, to rely on Him 
when we don’t have answers or affirmation, then people see that and wonder, who is this 
Lord that can carry them and pick them up no matter what comes?   
 
And we can reply that we trust in the one who took his own risks and laid down his own life 
for us.   

The people on the shore might have come to Jesus for healing, but the disciples who had 
risked their faith on the boat knew who Jesus really was…knew that he is Lord even in the 
darkness, and the storms.  Even if  the food had run short and even if  the healing hadn’t 
come, Jesus is Lord.   

Let us stay focused on him.


